Proposed Hydro-electric Generating Station at the Bala Falls
The MNRF and MOECC responses do not address the public safety issues
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Proposed downstream safety boom

 Water at more than twice the velocity considered safe
by Transport Canada would extend more than 160'
outside of the proposed downstream safety boom
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Letter from the MNRF (1)
October 20, 2015
letter from MNRF:
“… the area immediately
below the Bala North
dam is at a significantly
higher elevation than the
Moon River (where the
proposed plant’s tailrace
will be located) and will
continue to be accessible to the public …”
 This is similar to saying children could play on the
shoulder of a highway “because it is safe there”
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Letter from the MNRF (2)
 March 21, 2014 letter from MNRF:
“There is an assigned 911 civic
address for the Crown land site ...
This provides the means for
emergency response personnel to
attend the site in a timely way –
similar to any location in the
province.”
• We want to prevent drownings, not
know that the bodies would recovered
efficiently

Pages from Bracebridge Generation’s
presentation on the 2008 Wilson’s Falls
Generating Station drowning
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Letter from the MNRF (3)
 November 21, 2016 letter from the
MNRF: “… areas above and below
dams and waterpower facilities are
hazardous and, therefore, not
suitable for in-water recreation”
• The public outside of the proposed
downstream safety boom, in a navigable
waterway, travelling to the only public
docks on the Moon River, would be in
water made dangerous by the proposed
generating station

It’s just not right to drown unsuspecting tourists
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Proposed Fairview wind turbine decision
 October 2016 decision by Ontario’s
Environmental Review Tribunal over-ruled
the MOECC on the public safety issue of
proposed wind turbines too close to two
airports near Collingwood.
 The decision shows the MOECC
did not have the required public
safety expertise in-house or
available to it from other
Ministries
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Responsibility
 MNRF claims only the proponent would
have responsibility for safe operation
• And the proponent refuses to disclose, before
starting construction, how or if they could operate
their proposed generating station safely

 The Ontario government does have some
responsibility that the proposed hydroelectric generating station could be
operated safely
“The Lakes and Rivers Improvement Act (LRIA) provides
the Minister of Natural Resources and Forestry with the
legislative authority to govern the design, construction,
operation, maintenance and safety of dams in Ontario”
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Too much makes no sense (MOECC)
 MOECC repeats that the proponent received
environmental approval in 2013
• But proponent would not comply with this approval, for example,
the Moon River would be dangerous outside of the safety boom

 Proponent’s new cofferdam plan risks damage to both
the Bala north dam and the District Municipality of
Muskoka’s bridge over the Bala north channel
• The purpose of environmental assessment is to ensure all
stakeholders are aware of such risks and their mitigation

 Proponent have stated they may discharge proposed
station’s oil-water separator water to the Moon River
• Stakeholders have not been informed
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… and more makes no sense (MNRF)
 Proponent has requested to locate settling tanks in the
Don’s Bakery parking lot
• But their lease from the Township lease does not allow this

 The MNRF’s procedures require the public be warned
before flow is increased to the Moon River
• But the proponent has stated they would not provide warning

 In 2013 the MNRF restricted access to the Moon River
claiming the water was too dangerous there
• Yet after making the water even more dangerous, the proponent
would build a portage facilitating access to the water

 Their crane would obstruct flow through the north dam
• But the MNRF would not allow this
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… and more makes no sense (MNRF)
 We have detailed to the MNRF that:
• They could cancel this proposed project without cost or penalty,
as the proponent provided inaccurate and misleading information
• MNRF’s analysis of this reached an incorrect conclusion as it was
based on a draft, not the released, version of their RFP

The MNRF has refused to respond to this
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… and more makes no sense (MNRF)
 We note that Transport Canada has no authority,
mandate, or expertise to assess in-water recreation so
this danger has not been considered
• The MNRF tells us to discuss this with Transport Canada
• This makes no sense, it isn’t a Transport Canada problem

 Transport Canada’s guidelines require that the upstream
safety boom be relocated farther upstream
• Would infringe on Purk’s Place riparian rights and prevent renting
boats, but no settlement has been offered
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It is time to write the Premier
 The evasive and nonsense government responses to us
show that the bureaucratic process has hit a dead-end
• This is unacceptable as the result would be drowning
unsuspecting tourists and embarrassment to Ontario’s Liberal
government

 It is time for political action
 E-mail Premier Wynne, KWynne.mpp@liberal.ola.org
• Copy Parry Sound – Muskoka MPP Norm Miller,
Norm.MillerCO@pc.ola.org
• If you have a different home MPP, copy them too
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It is time to write the Premier
 Ask that no further permits be issued until the
proponent can show how they would operate their
proposed project safely
• And request a reply that actually answers your questions, and
does not simply repeat the above previous nonsense
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